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Abstract—In the current years, IoT has evolved to such an
extent to extend to all corners of each place through devices,
which connected to a network, either local or internet itself,
generate information to be processed with a specific purpose,
to this level there is a problem called interoperability of devices
where not only is the compatibility of adding or removing devices
to an ecosystem and there is compatibility, it is also expected
that the information generated is standardized and optimized to
transmit. This paper presents a new software architecture pattern
for interoperability between devices that generate heterogeneous
information in the edge layer of an IoT ecosystem.

Index Terms—Interoperability, IoT, data encode, data decode,
protocol buffer, Edge Computing, REST API, Software Archi-
tecture, IoT Ecosystem.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background

The Internet of Things (from now until the end IoT) is a
technology that has been emerging and converging of many
technologies generating new paradigms to implement these
architectures.

In 2014, Oliver Kleine [1] estimated that IoT devices will
be increased at least 1.7 billions. In the same year, Utkarshani
Jaimini [2] said the storage for those devices surpass 150
Exabytes in 2017.

According to Guinard et al [3], IoT is a system of physical
objects that can be discovered, controlled or interacted with
electronic devices that communicate through various network
interfaces and can finally be connected to the Internet.

B. Present context

In 2017, Talavera et al. [4] study all IoT solution in
topics like Agribusiness and Environment implementations,
They found around 72 projects those represents all developed
before, with this study they propose a general architecture
for this solutions but they consider as challenge the way
to implement a standard, compatibility and security guaranty
between devices in the edges and cloud services.

Also, in 2017 Woznowski et al. [5] develop SPHERE (A
Sensor Platform for Healthcare in a Residential Environment),
in this project they have determined that there are 9 require-
ments that the IoT needs to cover to implement a smart city,
but the most difficult requeriment to garanty and implement
was the Interoperability.

Elsts et al. [6] based on SPHERE, consider that systems
must comply with existing low-power IoT standards and
protocols to (1) be susceptible to future extensions with third-
party components; (2) reduce learning time for new staff.

Alkhalil et al. [7] mentions that the challenges related to the
origin of the data, despite the current techniques, remains very
challenging in its implementation and optimization. Therefore,
this challenge of data origin, of the 7 main ones, is directly
linked to interoperability, making it more difficult to deploy
heterogeneous systems.

In two research about this, Pace et al. [8] and Madaan et
al. [9] said that is very complicate to integrate all information
generated by all systems with different devices, brands, hard-
ware design, protocols, body message encode-decode, different
programming languages, different data structs, etc.

C. Problematic and proposes to solve it

After of analysis all previous works above, we note the
problematic was centering in how to implement a secure
system that manage interoperability without complications.

Yacchirema et al. [10] present a platform oriented to Ambi-
ent Assisted Living (AAL), that platform called AAL-IoTSys
is a prototype based on Wireless Sensor Network (WSN)
with heterogeneous devices using Binary encoder to transfer
information between low power devices.

Androec et al. [11] propose web semantic to allow IoT
interoperability using JSON-LD. with this method they can
create a description about data information and link objects
and properties in a JSON file.

Sun et al. [12] proposes a REST API for Web of Things
which work with JSON and compare Micro-services archi-
tecture against Monolithic architecture. They use REST API
to communicate all devices including the IoT ecosystem, the



control of the environment through the central service is
dynamic.

Lim et al. [13] and Malik et al. [14] propose and compare
architectures based on SOAP (XML) and REST API (JSON)
services applied to try to improve scalability of interoperabil-
ity, but they do not have success.

Kum et al. [15] based on previous works (some of them
was mentioned above) they propose an architecture for Fog
Computing applications, in this case, Fog Computing allows
to manage better the information between edge layer and
cloud services trough middle servers called ”Fog servers” (See
Fig.1).

Fig. 1. kum et al. Architecture [15].

Luan et al. [16] propose to create a routing gateway to
manage all information and communication between devices
(edges), fog nodes and cloud servers. They work with a
network topology which improve and reduce time to transfer
data. The aim was achieve to devices to communicate all
servers and nodes was mobiles, the architecture transmits data
trough mobiles (5G infrastructure) as end users or edge layer
(See Fig.2).

Fig. 2. luan et al. Architecture [16].

Lysogor et al. [17] conduct a study on the transfer and
exchange of data in heterogeneous networks where there is an
absence of network infrastructure and their research focuses
on the use of satellite networks, however, there is a great
limitation on the size of the data transmitted. They show that
the binary format generated by Protocol Buffer allows more
bytes to be transferred than the JSON format (See Fig.3).

Fig. 3. lysogor et al. performance chart [17].

Nitin Naik [18] write a complete document about protocols,
applications, operating systems, and other metric for different
situations in IoT environments. In this document they present
HTTP, AMQP, MQTT and CoAP protocols (commonly used
in IoT solutions) (See Fig.4). According authors, the user can
decide their relevant usage in IoT systems based on their
requirements and suitability.

Fig. 4. Nitin comparison table [18].

Petersen et al. [19] make a demonstration of the perfor-
mance of the different formats, arriving at the conclusion
that the binary format generated with Protobuff developed by
Google is the one of better performance and less memory
use (See Fig.5), It is observed that Protocol Buffer for any



communication protocol can serialize many more messages
per second, being one of the protocols with better ZeroMQ
performance.

Fig. 5. petersen et al. performance chart [19].

II. PROPOSAL

After to identify all applications and architectures proposed
to solve the challenge of devices interoperability, we propose
our architecture to manage in a better way this problem,
using Fog Computing to manage IoT solutions as components,
we define an Ecosystem as the process to communicate data
between devices or different IoT solutions or different Frame-
works (See Fig.6) based on encode-decode data serialization.
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Fig. 6. Ecosystem design.

We define Ecosystems like a process to encode-decode
data, based on Micro-services architecture. The data exchange
between devices is very important when you need to get or
analyses by sectors and that the reason to divide all interaction
for a better management of the complete system.

Then, to manage all communication and interaction between
devices we define our Fog Ecosystem (Ecosystem - Fog
Computing) subdivide in 7 important components (See Fig.7):

• Services: This component is the service layer that Fog
Computing can deliver so that other external devices can
receive information (from sensors) or send an action to
be executed (actuators).

• Repository: This component is of persistence where de-
serialized data frames will be stored in JSON format.

• Processing: This component is responsible for processing
the binary data formats that are received from the compo-
nent ”Device”, previously identifies the type (category to

identify encode-decode algorithm, origin, etc) of device
and the device that comes as data within the frame.

• Management interface: This component provides an ad-
ministration interface. This administrator registers the
types of devices and devices, as well as the Middleware
and the ecosystem to which one or more Middleware
belongs.

• Security: This component is used by the Middleware
to validate that the devices that are connecting have
the required authorization and can thus receive the data
frames in binary format that is sent by the devices.

• Middle-Ware: This component is responsible for receiv-
ing the binary format, makes use of the ”Processing”
component that has greater processing capacity since its
operation is that of an exclusive processing server. It also
makes use of the File System component as an ecosystem
configuration file.

• File System: This component is the Fog Ecosystem
logger. Also, storage all data decoded.

Fig. 7. Architecture proposed.

Then we have 2 more components: devices and Cloud
Computing with protocols like internet (for Cloud services)
and Protocol buffer to interact with devices.

• First: ”devices component” represent all devices which
will be connect to Ecosystem trought Middle-Ware com-
ponent, in this part is implemented encode-decode data
(based on protocol buffer), in general could be sensors or
any devices which generate data.

• Second: ”Cloud Computing” represent the final repository
of data analysis of all information collected and pre-
processed from Fog Ecosystem.



Fig. 8. Architecture proposed for multiple solutions.

III. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a new architecture for inter-
operability using Fog and Edge computing to manage and
improve smartly communication and transfer information be-
tween devices at edge-fog level in the IoT ecosystem that can
be integrated with other ecosystems achieving scalability and
identifying the origin of the data, keeping them all ordered
and communicated among themselves.

To achieve this, we use Protocol buffers with our data
standardized format for all devices (or at least most of them)
to get a better performance and get less latency transferring
data and a high flexible fog architecture to manage all dynamic
changes in devices.

FUTURE WORK

We are implementing this architecture in real time applica-
tions to get our proof of concept of our proposed architecture,
our test is a real time system monitors of data measure
from environment, we use Temperature, Humidity, Sound
and Monoxide sensors, Raspberry Pi 3 Model B (1.4GH,
Quad Core) board, Arduino board, SQLite, protocol buffer to
encode-decode data and Cloud services like Firebase to storage
data and analyze, compare, measure latency, compatibility and
processing or organizing data speed between each layer of the
ecosystem (See Fig.8).
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